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To certify that the aforementioned institution and ALPADIA LANGUAGE SCHOOLS have entered into an agreement 

under which the above-mentioned institution has the right to arrange and book language study enrolments for its 

clients at the ALPADIA LANGUAGE SCHOOLS located in Berlin and Freiburg (Germany), Lyon (France) and Montreux 

(Switzerland) and at the ALPADIA SUMMER CAMPS located in Switzerland, France, Germany, Canada, USA and the UK.
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An introduction to the Eaquals logo

The Eaquals logo is designed to reflect the values of the organisation. Its recognisable
symbol; legible, bespoke typestyle; and strong colours aim to create a clear brand in the
worldwide language education marketplace.

The Eaquals logo is derived from the organisation’s
original logo, which utilised the ring of yellow stars
within the EU flag to reflect its earlier links with
language teaching in Europe. The new logo develops
that heritage to present a more unique, focused image.

The Eaquals logo retains the blue and yellow of the EU
flag, to provide continuity with its heritage, but instead
of the ring of stars, it focuses on a single ‘gold’ star - a
recognised symbol of reward around the world. The
gold star is central to the Eaquals brand and you will
see it used in isolation within Eaquals publications.

The logo uses a modern, bespoke, hand-drawn
typestyle for the name. This is in lower case characters,
apart from the initial capital ‘E’, to make it clear and
legible to stakeholders from different language
traditions. This clear presentation is designed to make
it easier for students to know what to enter into a
search engine, as well as to indicate how the name
should be spoken: ‘equals’ not E-A-Q-U-A-L-S.

The strapline - Excellence in Language Education - is
retained from the previous logo and its sentiment is
enhanced by the single gold star.
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